Dear Clients,
We are getting requests to have Mud Weight In added to the log reports just as we currently
have Mud Weight Out on the log. In response to this we have added it to the Morning Report
and Short Report dialogs. Both mud weights can easily be displayed on the log in a couple of
different ways and both will be in the LAS file.
An easy way to have mud weights displayed on the log and be added to the LAS file, is to create
a Short Report with just Mud Weight In and Mud Weight Out entered. The next time you need
to display it on the log just go to that report, click New, enter the Depth, make any changes to
the mud weight values and click Save. Being a Short Report the font color and background color
can be changed. The short report can easily be moved around, displayed on the one inch log or
the horizontal log, and being entered on a Short Report, it will be added to the LAS file. We
believe this is a much faster way to display it on the log rather than creating it from a “memo”,
and if mud weights are only entered as a memos they will NOT be posted to the LAS file.

Mud weights can also be entered in manually, as well as, on the Morning Report. They will be
added to the LAS file at the depth entered and carried down until a new value is entered at a
different depth. They can be displayed on the log by going to Schemes and checking the box
“Mud WT”; they will be displayed in the gas column.

Remember that when these values are entered in on the Morning Report, Short Report or
entered in manually they will be put in the LAS file.
NOTE: MainLog will “fill in the gaps” between mud weights changes in the LAS file. By doing so,
you can create an LAS file from MainLog and import Mud Weight In or OUT as a “Custom” and
add them as a curve on a Custom Track.
Again if the mud weights are entered in manually, or in a Morning or Short Report they will
automatically be added to the LAS file. By just doing a memo with the Mud Weights they will not
be added to the LAS file.

